Supp. Figure S2 . Variants in the MLH1 and EPM2AIP1 genes identified by targeted highthroughput sequencing. Panel A shows the locations of novel variants (red vertical bars) in the MLH1 gene. Panel B shows the genomic coordinates and sequence of each novel variant identified. Panel C shows confirmation of variants by direct sequencing. F, forward sequence; R, reverse sequence.
Supp. Figure S3 . Confirmation of a VILL c.1164del1 variant within Proband 32. Panel A shows direct forward (F) and reverse (R) sequencing of constitutional DNA from Proband 32. Panel B shows the sequence of the wild-type (wtF) and variant (vF) alleles. Labelled are the codon numbers, corresponding amino acid sequence and the location of the c.1164del1 variant (black arrow heads). Red boxes indicate the predicted alternate reading frame generated by the single nucleotide deletion, which is predicted to cause a p.Asp388Glu.fs.*64 frameshift alteration in the VILL gene. 
